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Elden Ring is an action RPG in the Lands Between, where the destiny of the world and the fate of each character are closely intertwined. While the graphical style resembles Final Fantasy, the design philosophy is different. You may have encountered the Elden Ring in previous titles like P3: Portable Titles, Final Fantasy Type-0, and Final Fantasy XV.
◆Embark on a Wide Variety of Exciting Adventures The game's elaborate world features many rich locations, such as the city of Yuflun and the underground dungeon Sea Cave. Each location is full of a variety of exciting events and challenges that you can participate in. ◆A Dynamic System That Creates a Unique Adventure Experience The combat
system was created with a brand new approach, while keeping the highly-regarded elements of the old system. Enemies in the game possess individual personalities, and powerful tactical and basic attacks are executed with ease. Although you can relax to a certain extent, there are always monsters that will make your life complicated. ◆A Variety of
Unique Skills that You Will Excel at Characters also have unique passive abilities that you will be able to choose and develop. These abilities give you a huge advantage when facing enemies. You can specialize in specific skills and receive bonus effects. ◆Play in a Variety of Ways through the Online Feature The online feature allows you to play with other
players, and if you want, you can also choose to play as a party of four. To play as a party, you will need to connect with up to four other players. ◆Create the Perfect Equipment for the Game of Your Choice Equipment can be equipped in order to change the combat style and enhance your skills. You can also increase your strength by strengthening your
weapons or enhance the defence of your body with armor. ◆Additional Changes to the Planform Many changes have been made to Planform based on playtesting and early feedback from FINAL FANTASY XV players. We hope you will enjoy this Final Fantasy-style action RPG. ■Official Website ■Twitter ■Facebook ■Google+ 1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to a linear motion guide unit and a drive apparatus, and more particularly to a linear motion guide unit, which is disposed between a base and a slide member for guiding movement of the slide member relative to the base, the guide unit including a guide rail

Elden Ring Features Key:
An epic fantasy story set in the Lands Between
Open fields seamlessly connected with dungeons
Dual Gear (Sword & Shield) and Drives System to create strong warriors
Combat System to strategize when you engage in real-time, real-world combat
Ornate Weapons and Armor to customize your own character
6 classes, including unique effects when attacking from behind
Defeat Knights and Giant Monsters by recruiting them into your team and staging a battle
Multiple phases of development intended to continually enhance the game
Multiple skill types that will be continuously added to the game
Online battle Battle for your team against other players
Hunting to raise your combat level up
Save your game anytime, and continue it by coming back later
Highly detailed drawn graphics with voice acting
The vast area spreads out 60 times the size of the Blacksmith artwork
A detailed environment that is easy to understand
A connecting map between towns and dungeons
“New Dungeon” featuring chained dungeons and complex dungeons
A variety of maps featuring different dungeons, architecture, fields, and streets
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